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It is, demeaning and.
'
serves no value

anywhere. ,,
j ; The time is at hand to put an end

community to delete, the use. of the
term 'nigger" from its vocabulary.

... Leading members of the . black
community have long sought to. delete"
the use of , the derogatory . term from
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Dto the degrading and useless term.

but it is slowly changing. Un-

fortunately,' black incntaf
health workers are undergoing
the same humiliating expert
ence that black medical doc-

tors, lawyers, and business-
men have had to undergo to
prove that they are as good as
whites. Yes, not only are these
major professions underrepre-sente- d

by blacks but even the
laboratory rat is white. The
black community must
demand and use its own tax
money and resources to insure
that public programs designed
to serve the mental health
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needs of black people include
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fessions .thai are the most dis-ne-m

; what
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; people in ?4riritv ,ni, nd
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direct delivery df services. I

would suggest that local neigh- -'

borhoods. communities and
churches form task forces toAmerica, why is trus sp.' -- .are two different Ihino. How- - 73I CADILLAC SEDAN DEVILLE
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Most Bilahans (blacks,) ".ever, the point of this article
the south are very familiar with . is , not to demonstrate the
black medical doctors, dentists, ,yack of support of blacks for
lawyers, and preachers, but on pother blacks, but to bringthe other hand they appear to.,f!awareness t0 the b,ack
haye a, strong dislike for of the value of
chiatnsts psychologists, coun- -

5:putting your head (niinds) in

address this issue. The North
Carolina Association of Black

Psychologists would gladly
assist you.

For further information,
please write to Dr. Ashanti, P.
0. Box 19849, North Carolina
Central University, Durham,
North Carolina 27707
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""" T r 'counselors, psychologists, and
services of black medical doc- -

.soda, workeil
tors, lawyers, and dentists
when they have the need, as a ; Many of you are having
matter of fact - they take rbblems with your children
them Tor granted. Even though , school and the report
there are still too few of theses cards are not good. Teachers
professionals, there are even ?are tellins you that your
less blacks found in the fields children are emotionally ,

and psychology. Curbed, then you seek out- -

Connection!
SUBSCRIBE TODAY!

THE CAROLINA TIMES
CALL 688 -- 6587

$8.84 Per Year
I 1 -- -r- ne &

1- - . models. You can count on ir

? salesmen for high discounts w
our welMrained, coQrteous

financing arranged to suit your

719 RIGSBEE AVE. 688-827-1
The difference
is electrifying! "and no pressure. You can &

t j? count on us for i According to one source, there sjde help, only to be even more 3S8$3K33:
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NjJI terms. You can count on us to &The difference is savings! The difference is 47
treatment! The difference is model selec

trist in the south and less than '
teu yoU- - where do you turn

150 in the United States. To . wncn you know that the labels
my knowledge there is only i, do not fit?
a single black psychologist n jts lone and uely history lVlilllllMiJi;liK:Wij:l;llTHftf

have those tough to find styles in stock or
we can get 'em with a phone call. Trade-ins- ?

Count on big ones. And, you can count on our
service facilities and mechanics to be the
best this side of Detroit. So get to know The
Detroit Connection. 'Cause it's who you know

that counts, and we know 'you know who!"

in fall time private practice in jn the United States, the field

tions! me aitrerence is immeaiate iinancing;
The difference is trades! The difference is
service! Jhe difference is The Detroit Con:
nectiont

Because of our close connections, you can
count on rock-botto- m prices right to the

of mental health was and is

dominated by white racism,
the entire southeastern United
States - Atlanta, Georgia.

The plain truth is that
the doors to these two pro-
fessions have been closed and
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76 Buick Century, V6, 4-d- r. sedan. Green .....,4695
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69 Buick Riviera..:

75 Buick Electra sedan. Blue

they are only cracked today. FOR SAFETY, IT $HOULP
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delivery of services to the KUT ANP
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and are to a certain degree!;, y VMg y0U CAR
also black racist. What I mean.
when I refer to blacks as. 6 ON TUB LIFT
also being black racist is not'
that they dislike and dis"

.

criminate against whites, but,
the situation where they NO SPECIAL DEALS J
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